Abstract. We propose two new data stream models: the reset model and the delta model, motivated by applications to databases, and to tracking the location of spatial points. We present algorithms for several problems that fit within the stream constraint of polylogarithmic space and time. These include tracking the "extent" of the points and Lp sampling.
Introduction
The area of data stream algorithms is the study of algorithmic problems in applications where the data arrives at extremely high speed. Further, the memory available is quite small, so the entire data can not be stored. Thus algorithms have to solve data analyses problems to the best extent they can with sublinear-often polylogarithmic-space, and fast per-item processing. Under these constraints, computing most significant functions on the data stream is provably impossible. So, algorithms typically tend to produce an approximation and are often randomized. Such algorithms have been developed for a number of data analyses problems including estimation of various norms [8, 28] , clustering [23, 11, 24] , histograms [21] , quantiles [22] , heavy-hitters [33] etc.
The quintessential application where this arises is in processing internet traffic logs such as the headers on IP packets and IP sessions. Since packets are forwarded at blistering speeds in the internet, these traffic logs are generated at very high speed; memory working at this speed within the routing elements is quite scarce, and the logs have to be processed in real time to solve number of queries involved in monitoring the internet for security breaches, accounting, billing etc. This application has become fairly well developed, with tutorials and a number of research papers in networking conferences [38, 16, 32] , specialized database systems aimed at such applications discussed in workshops, tutorials and a number of papers in database conferences [1, 37, 9] , and fundamental algorithmic and complexity-theoretic issues being studied in the theoretical computer science community [8, 6, 35] .
Recently, there is growing interest in other data streams. In particular, an emerging area is one of spatial streams. These are location-specific streams. For example, consider a vast collection of moving objects. Over time, their locations change and one wants to track various functions of their locations. GPS (Global Positioning System) enables tracking locations of devices over large scale. Wireless service providers are looking to use this or other infrastructure to enable location-aware services, which is a burgeoning industry [3] . Other industries are actively engaged in developing applications based on tracking the location of various objects: delivery trucks (eg.
[2]), University campus buses [4], cars, stocks of goods, biosensors [5] , astronomical studies via satellite and ground-based systems [36] , etc.
We propose two new models. Both models have relevance to existing scenarios (e.g. databases) as well as spatial streams. We study a fundamental problems, e.g., accurately estimating the "extent" of moving objects, under both models and design space-and time-efficient algorithms for these problems. As in the study of standard data streams [9, 35] , exact calculation of most functions is impossible in our new model, and algorithms tend to be probabilistic and approximate. Our algorithms rely on new versions of techniques used commonly in streaming problems.
The reset model.
The first model is the reset model, which is as follows. There is a vector
n , where n is assumed to be very large. We assume that d i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n initially, and consider the following model of updates:
For spatial data, each element of the vector may be a point in ℜ d , and an update may reset one or more coordinates of a given point. The reset model also differs from the dynamic geometric model considered in e.g. [27] processes a stream of intermixed operations IN S(p) and DEL(q), for points p and q. One cannot reduce the reset model to the dynamic geometric model, as simulating a reset by a DEL followed by an IN S gives information about the previous location of the point that is not readily available to the algorithm in the reset model (recall that x and y are not stored explicity).
Motivations. The reset model has two independent motivations. First, there is a selftuning approach to selectivity estimation in databases [7] . The query processor has a "summary" that describes some (not necessarily the current) state of the data distribution in the database. It selects query plans for execution using the summary; but when a query is executed, as a by-product, it gets to know the actual values the query intersects. The query optimizer needs to use this feedback to update its knowledge of the data distribution. Each time it knows an actual value, it corresponds to a reset. The goal is for the query optimizer to estimate various parameters of interest on the data distribution under this stream of resets. This precisely corresponds to the reset model of data streams. The second motivation arises in streams of locations. For example, in traffic sensor information systems [34] , the stream corresponds to location-dependent queries from clients that are passed on to one of several servers by mediators. Each server gets a subset of clients; a given client may go to multiple servers before being assigned to one of them again. Servers need to track statistics on the locations of clients assigned to them. At each server, a new location-dependent query for a client is precisely a reset operation and they need to tracking statistics on their location corresponds using "summaries". We have provided only high level view of how reset model of streaming fits both these applications. More details are in [7, 34] .
We now describe our results in the reset and delta models. In what follows, an (ǫ, δ)-estimator of a quantity x is a random variablex such that Pr
Results. The reset model is significantly more restrictive than known data stream models, so it presents significant algorithmic challenges. Indeed, for the reset model, only very basic techniques appear to be useful, such as random sampling, using which several problems such as approximate quantiles or the 1-median problem can be solved easily (see e.g. [29] ). We obtain results in this model by assuming that the update stream is monotone, i.e. an update always causes d i to increase.
Let d in ℜ n be updated as in the reset model. We consider two fundamental problems-that of estimating ||d|| p for some p ≥ 0, and L p sampling, i.e. choosing an element from {1, . . . , n} such that i is chosen with probability proportional to |d i | p . If p = 0 then the problem reduces to calculating the L 0 norm of a stream which can be solved as in [12] . In fact, we can assume that p = 1, and that d i is always non-negative, without loss of generality. Specifically, let 1 ≥ δ, ǫ > 0 be two constants specified by the user. We give an algorithm that, if the if the update stream is monotone:
-returns on request an (ǫ, δ) estimator for ||d|| 1 , -for any k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, returns on request an (ǫ, δ) estimator for d (k) , the sum of the k largest elements in d.
-returns on request an integer i from {1, . . . , n} with probabilityp i where
In case the algorithm is presented with a non-monotone update sequence, it (in essence) ignores any non-monotone updates, and may therefore return an incorrect answer. However, in case the update sequence is 'significantly' nonmonotone, this can be detected, in the following sense:
-Let d * i be the maximum value attained by d i over the sequence of updates, and let d
The algorithm uses polylog(n) space, and polylog(n) time to process each update and query. The approach is similar to one used in [14] , but we consider a wider range of problems than were considered there.
We make a few remarks about the results. The problem of computing the L ∞ norm of d (the maximum element) is known to be hard in the turnstile model, even if values are increasing monotonically. However, this problem is trivial in the monotone reset model. Conversely, the problem of computing the sum of the values in d is trivial in the turnstile model, but requires a little effort in the reset model. It is not known how to solve the problem of L p sampling, or to estimate the sum of the k-largest elements (clearly impossible for k = 1), in the turnstile model.
Delta Model
Let x, y ∈ ℜ n ; initially, x = y = 0. The vectors are updated as follows:
Delta model: The updates appear in a stream (i, ∆x, ∆y), implying that x i ← x i + ∆x and y i ← y i + ∆y.
Again, x, y hold the coordinates of n points in ℜ 2 . This model is a direct generalisation of the classical turnstile model to two dimensions. As in Remark 1, this model is different from the geometric stream models considered in the literature. Although we are aware of no "physically" spatial application where the delta model is currently appropriate 1 this model is also motivated by database contexts, where several of the myriad motivations of the (one-dimensional) turnstile model carry over.
Results. We consider the problem of computing the "extent" of the point set S given by x and y. Let d be the vector of L p distances of S relative to some centre c = (c x , c y ), which is specified as part of the query. The objective is to be able to estimate ||d|| q for some q. If p = q, the problem is equivalent to that of estimating ||x − c x || p + ||y − c y || p , where x and y are the vectors of xand y-coordinates respectively. Thus, the problem factors trivially into two 1-D L p norm estimations. The truly interesting case is when p = 2 and q = 1; this corresponds to computing the sum of the (Euclidean) distance of the points from a given centre. We show:
-For any fixed ǫ > 0 and δ > 0, we give a data structure that, given any c = (c x , c y ), returns an (ǫ, δ)-estimator of ||d|| 1 , where d is the vector of L 2 distances of points in S from c.
The result assumes that the choice of c is independent of the random choices made by the algorithm (more precisely, that the operation sequence is generated by an oblivious adversary). The algorithm uses polylog(n) space, and polylog(n) time to process each update and query.
In the remainder of the paper, we give the results on the reset and delta model in Section 2 and Section 3, and conclude with some open problems. k) . Both these results assume that the update stream is monotone; the algorithm ignores non-monotone operations.
Reset model
The algorithm takes O(τ s) time to process an update and uses O(σs) space, where τ and σ are the time and space required to return an (ǫ ′ , δ/(2(s + 1)))-estimator of the number of distinct elements in a stream of items from {1, . . . , n}, where
Proof. We conceptually create an infinite sequence of buckets, . . . , B −1 , B 0 , B 1 , . . ., where the i-th bucket has weight w i = (1 + ǫ ′ ) i and ǫ ′ = ǫ/3. At any given time, only a contiguous sequence of buckets B r−s , . . . , B r is active. Let n i denote the number of distinct elements from {1, . . . , n} that are placed into B i . Associated with each active bucket B i is the assumed data structure that returns an (ǫ ′ , δ/(2(s + 1)))-estimatorñ i of the n i . Activating a bucket means allocating memory for such a data structure and appropriately initializing it. For any d, we let ρ(d) be the integer k such that
To process an update (i, d), we determine r i = ρ(d) and distinguish three cases:
-If r i < r − s we update no buckets.
-If r − s ≤ r i ≤ r we place the integer i into all buckets B r−s , . . . , B ri .
-If r i > r, we deactivate buckets B r−s , . . . , B ri−s−1 , activate any inactive buckets among B ri−s , . . . , B r , place the integer i into all these buckets, and finally set r := r i .
To estimate ||d|| 1 , we proceed as follows. For j = r − s, . . . , r we obtain an estimateñ j of the number of distinct values placed in B j and returnd = r j=r−sñ j · w j . We now calculate the error in this estimate. First note that by definition,
. . , r, it follows that with probability at least 1 − δ/2:d
To lower-bound the estimate, take s = ⌈1 + log 1+ǫ ′ (n/(ǫ ′ ) 2 )⌉, and note that:
Summing over i, we get that:
As with the upper bound, we note that the probability thatñ i is not a significant underestimate is at least (1 − δ/2). This gives the desired probability bound. Finally, we now describe how to compute the sum of the top k elements in d, denoted here by d (k) . We omit the analysis of the failure probability, which is as above. For integer
is represented within the buckets. Now letf (x) = k x i=r−s w i + r i=x+1ñ i w i . The algorithm chooses the largest index t ′ such thatñ t ′ ≥ k and returnsf (t ′ ) as the estimator. We now bound the error |f (t) −f (t ′ )|, considering first the case t ′ ≥ t. Sinceñ t ′ ≥ k, except with negligible probability, we have n t ′ ≥ k/(1 + ǫ ′ ). Thus, k/(1 + ǫ) ≤ n t ′ ≤ . . . ≤ n t+1 < k, and:
Thus, we have that
, and the result follows as above. Non-monotone updates are ignored by the algorithm. Furthermore, (d) if the update stream is non-monotone, the algorithm, with probability at least 1 − δ detects the non-monotonicity before ||d|| 1 (1 + ǫ) 3 ≤ ||d * || 1 , where d * is as above.
The algorithm uses polylog(n) space and time to process an update.
Proof. (Sketch) Lemma 1 essentially proves (a) and (b); it only remains to note that either the Flajolet-Martin algorithm or its refinements [18, 10] or the algorithm of [12, Theorem 4] estimates the number of distinct items in a stream in at most polylog(n) space and time.
We now outline a solution to (c). Ideally, for every active bucket B i we would choose a random representative, such that each (distinct) element in B i is chosen with probability 1/n i (and update the representative when a bucket is updated). When asked for a sample from d, we would return one of the representatives, choosing the representative of bucket i with probability proportional to n i w i . Then, the probability of selecting i is (taking r i = ρ(d i )): As before, the numerator is essentially d i and the denominator is essentially ||d|| 1 . Other sources of errors are that we are able only to sample a bucket representative with a distribution that is arbitrarily close to uniform (using approximately min-wise independent permutations, see [15] ), and that we must work with probabilistic estimatesñ j rather than n j . These are handled as in Lemma 1.
Finally, we consider (d), and indicate how to detect non-monotonicity. After a non-monotonic update, the updated element may continue to exist incorrectly in a (higher-numbered) bucket. We let n * i and n i denote the number of elements placed in B i by the algorithm, and the number of elements that 'ought' to be in B i , respectively. If ||d|| 1 (1 + ǫ) 3 < ||d * || 1 , where d * is as above, then (1 + ǫ) r j=r−s n i w i ≤ r j=r−s n * i w i . Thus, there is at least one bucket B i for which (1 + ǫ)n i w i ≤ n be detected with the required probability by keeping a test sample of m = O(log δ/(1 − ǫ/(1 + 2ǫ))) elements chosen approximately uniformly at random from the n * i elements in B i , together with their current values, and checking to see if any of the elements in the test sample are updated non-monotonically. (The sampling is done as in [15] .) ⊓ ⊔ Remark 2. In contrast, the problem under the general case when updates are not monotonic is provably impossible to solve under streaming constraints (e.g. polylog space). We can reduce the problem to that estimating |A|−|A∩B| for two sets A and B given in standard turnstile model, which in turn, can be shown to have a nearly linear space lower bound for 1 + ǫ approximation by known lower bounds in Communication Complexity. We omit showing this process here because it is quite standard once the problem of estimating |A| − |A ∩ B| is given as the key.
Delta model
Recall that in this model, a set S of n 2-D points is represented by two vectors x, y ∈ ℜ n . We consider the following problem:
-Let d be the vector of L 2 distances of the points of S relative to some centre c = (c x , c y ) (the centre is specified as part of the query). The objective is to be able to estimate ||d|| 1 .
We begin by considering a simple 1-D version of the problem. Consider a vector x of size n that contains x-coordinates, and suppose that we process a sequence of updates (i, ∆x), which sets x i ← x i + ∆x. Then, we have that: Proposition 1. For any fixed ǫ > 0 and δ > 0, there is a data structure that processes each update in poly-log time, uses poly-log space, and in poly-log time, given any c, returns an (ǫ, δ)-estimator of n i=1 |x i − c|. Proof. We essentially observe that the standard algorithm [28] for estimating ||x|| 1 also computes the above quantity. The algorithm maintains a sketch of x, which is simply a sequence of values x · r i , for i = 1, . . . , k, and where r i is a pseudo-random vector drawn from an 1-stable distribution. It can be shown that the (normalised) median of x · r i , for i = 1, . . . , k, for sufficiently large k is an (ǫ, δ)-estimator of ||x|| 1 . In order to estimate ||x − c|| 1 , where c = (c, c, . . . , c), we simply compute a sketch of x − c, by computing x · r i − c · r i , for i = 1, . . . , k. This can be done in O(1) time per sketch element provided the sum of the values in r i is known. Since r i is not stored explicitly, this is not trivial, but can be done by using so-called range-summable random variables [21, Lemma 2].
The 2-D version of the problem can be reduced to two 1-D problems by considering the projections of the points on to two distinct axes. Estimating the extent based on two projections, however, would yield a ( √ 2 + ǫ)-approximation in the worst case. Considering the projections of the points along several axes allows us to greatly improve the accuracy:
Lemma 2. Let ℓ be a line segment of length x. Consider a collection C of k ≥ 1 lines passing through the origin, at angles (πi)/k for i = 0, . . . , k − 1. Then, if s is the sum of the lengths of the projections of l on all lines in C, then Proof. Viewing the question as a continuous one, we can approximate the sum by x π 0 | cos(θ)|dθ = 2x. As cos has bounded slope, we have that |sπ/k − 2x| = O(x/k) (see Figure 1) . The lemma follows.
We conclude:
Theorem 2. For any fixed ǫ > 0 and δ > 0, there is a data structure that processes each update in poly-log time, uses poly-log space, and in poly-log time, given any c = (c x , c y ), returns an ǫ, δ-estimator of ||d|| 1 , where d contains the L 2 distances from c to points in S.
Proof. For k a sufficiently large constant, we consider a collection of k lines through the origin as above. Let ℓ be a line in this collection, and project all the points (x i , y i ) onto ℓ. Let t i be the distance of the projected point from the origin. We use Proposition 1 to maintain a sketch of the vector (t 1 , . . . , t n ); this allows us also to project a given centre c on to ℓ and use the sketch to estimate the total distance τ ℓ (c) from the projection of the centre. But τ ℓ (c) is nothing but the sum of the projections of the distance from c to the points; by Lemma 2, we can sum all estimates of τ ℓ (c) over ℓ, multiply this by π/2k, and obtain the desired ǫ, δ estimator.
We have proposed a new model for processing high speed location streams, and presented algorithms for the problem of tracking the "extent", i.e., l p norm of the distances of the points from a center. For the reset model, the assumption is that the input sequence is monotone; we obtain further algorithms for L p sampling and computing the sum of the k largest elements. All algorithms work under 'streaming' constraints, namely, they use poly-logarithmic space and time.
The problem of processing location streams does not have the immediacy of applications that processing IP network streams has, at this point. But the earliest streaming algorithms were developed around 1996 [8] when the immediacy of IP networking application was not clear. Our model is challenging and we hope it will prove to be a rich source of problems as new applications with location streams become prevalent. Many natural open problems are obvious in the reset models, including the fundamental geometric problems such as estimating convex hulls, etc. Particularly interesting is the formulation of suitable notions of monotonicity that may be needed to make these problems tractable.
